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Experimental Study of Lift-Enhancing Tabs
on a Two-Element Airfoil

Bruce L. Storms*

Sterlin X So['tware, Palo Alto, ('al([brnia 04303

and

James C. Ross+

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Cahfornia 94035-I000

The results of a wind-tunnel test are presented for a two-dimensional NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil with a
30% chord single-slotted flap. The use of lift-enhancing tabs (similar to Gnrney flaps) on the lower surface near
the trailing edge of both elements was investigated on four flap configurations. A combination of vortex generators

on the flap and lift-enhancing tabs was also investigated. Measurements of surface-pressure distributions and
wake profiles were used to determine the aerodynamic performance of each configuration. By reducing flow
separation on the flap, a lift-enhancing tab at the main-element trailing edge increased the maximum lift hy

10.3% fi)r the 42-deg flap case. ]'he tab had a lesser effect at a moderate flap deflection 132 deg) and adversely
affected the performance at the smallest flap deflection (22 degL A tab h_ated near the flap trailing edge
produced an additional lift increment for all flap deflections. The application of vortex generators to the flap
eliminated li_curve hysteresis and reduced flow separation on two configurations with large flap deflections
(>40 degt. A maximum-lift coefficient of 3.32 (17% above the optimum ba_lineJ was achieved with the com-
bination of lift-enhancing tabs on both elements and vortex generators on the flap.

Nomenclature

(',, = section drag coefficient, d/qc

(', = section lift coefficient, I/qc

(',,, = section pitching-moment

coefficient, m/qc:

('v = pressure coefficient, (p - p.)/q
c = reference airfoil chord

d = section drag

d, = distance from tab to trailing

edge

g = flap gap

It = height
L/D = lift-to-drag ratio
/ = section lift

m = section pitching moment

o/ -- flap overlap

p = static pressure

q = dynamic pressure. I/2pV-"

Re = Reynolds number

V = freestream velocity

at = angle of attack

6 = deflection angle

p = density of air

SubsrrJpzi

f = flap
max - maximum value

:*- = freestream value
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Introduction

HE performance and complexity of modern high-lift sys-tems are increasingly important in the design of subsonic

transport aircraft. In addition to limiting payload, the high-
lift performance greatly influences the cruise-wing design. The

best performance has traditiomflly been achieved with high-

lift systems that use double- or triple-slotted flaps. I towever,

the complexity of these designs carries significant weight pen-

allies and requires high maintenance. Current design efforts

have focused on mechanically simpler high-lift systems that

incorporate adwmced technology to provide increased per-
formancc.

Valarezo et al. _ reported the effects of a drooped spoiler

and trailing-edge wedges on the performancc of an adwmced

three-element airfoil. By deflecting the spoiler 5 and 10 deg
downward, the lift was considerably increased at the lower

angles of attack. However, both the maxinrum-lift coefficient

and stall angle were reduced with the drooped spoiler. To

study the effects of a small (Y";-c) split flap on the high-lift

performance, wedges with included angles from 15 to 60 deg

were applied to the flap trailing edge. The wedges provided

a lift increment that decreased with angle of attack and yielded

a marginal increment in the maximum-lift coefficient (0.07

for a 45-deg wedge). The lift increment was attributed to the

augmented loading of the main element due to the increased

upwash from the flap.
The effects of the trailing-edge wedge are similar m those

of the (;urney flap as first presented by 1,iebeck. 2 Originally

applied to race-car airfoils used to generate down force,

the Gurney flap is a small tab (<5_4c) located perpendic-

ularly to the pressure side of the airfoil at the trailing edge.

The Gurney flap has been tested on various single-element

airfoils _ " where it is shown to provide ctmsiderablc lift

enhancement. In general, the lift increment increases with

flap height, but the lift-to-drag ratio LID is decreased for

flap heights greater than about 1.5r_ c. Other researchers _ _
studied the effects of a 5'ic Gurney flap on the trailing

element of multielement airfoils for race cars, Wind-tunnel

results indicate that the maximum lift is significantly in-
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creased v+hile I,/D is decreased relative to the baseline air-

foil (no Gurney fhtp).

Lift-enhancing tabs" are a variation of the Gurney flap
wherein tile tab nlav be placed on any element of a multiele-
nlent airfoil. The tabs can also be located forward of the

trailing edge to facilitate their deph)yment without adversely

affecting the aerodynamic perfl+rmance. In the two-element

application reported in Ref. 9, the tab wits placed in the

trailing-edge cove of a NACA 63,-215 Mod B airfoil with a

3(l'+;fc single-slotted flap. Both experimental and computa-

tional results '+'+'ere presented fl)r one flap rigging with a 43-

deg flap deflection. The experiment validates the companion

Navier-Stokes computations that provide insight into the flow

mechanisms associated with the lift-enhancing tab. i, By turn-

ing the flow toward the flap and reducing its effective angle

of attack+ the tab eliminates significant flow separation and

increases the Ioadmg of both the flap and main element.

In addition to the one configuration presented in Ref. %

this article details three other flap configurations with varied

gap, overlap, and flap deflection. The use of lift-enhancing

tabs was tested on both elemcnts with flap deflections ranging

from 22 to 43 deg. The effects of tab size and location wcrc

studied for a lift-enhancing tab near the main-element trailing
edge. Only one tab size and location was tested on the flap.

The effect of applying wishbone vortex generators" to the
flap upper surface was also studied on two of the four con-

figurations.

Experimental Setup

The experiment was conducted in the 7 by 10 ft Wind Tun-

nel no. 2 at the NASA Ames Research Center. This facility

is a closed-circuit wind tunnel incorporating a 15-ft-long test

section with a constant height of 7 fl and a width of Ill ft with

a 1% divergence. There are no turbulence-reducing screens

in the circuit and the test-section turbulence intensity level is

l.(}C,; at 225 ft/s. All data was obtained at a chord Reynolds

number of approximately 3.7 × 10".
The two-dimensional airfoil consisted of a NACA 63_-215

Mod B 'e main element and a 3W/f,c slotted flap. Mounted
vertically between two false walls, the model had a span of 5

ft and a clean (flap stowed) airfoil chord of 2.5 ft (Fig. 1).
On the mare element, boundary-layer trip strips were placed

at 5 and 10'_;_c on the upper and lower surfaces, respectively.

]'he model was instrumented with a total of 159 pressure taps

divided into three chordwise rows located at midspan and

one-sixth span from the wall on either side. The midspan row

contained 73 pressure taps with the remaining taps divided

equally between the other two rows. The lift- and pitching-

moment coefficients were determined by an integration of the

centerline pressure distribution while the additional rows of

pressure taps were used to monitor the two dimensitmality of
the flow.

Fig. I
tunnel.

[¢:i

NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil model in the 7 hy tO ft wind

Fixed blowing slots

Main element

Fig. 2 Side-wall boundary-layer control slots.

NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil

Slotted

Fig. 3 Lift-enhancing tabs on a two-element airfl)il.

A side-wall boundary-layer control (BLC) system (Fig. 2)

provided blowing along the false walls to promote two-di-

mensional flow on this low AR model. Two fixed blowing

slots were located at the leading edge and at midchord of the

main element while a smaller adjustable blowing slot was

located above the flap-upper surface. The adjustable slot was

rotated to achieve tangential blowing at the airfoil surface for

each flap deflection. With sidewall BLC, the threechordwise

pressure distributions indicated two-dimensional flow for all

angles of attack up to the maximum-lift condition.

The drag coefficient was determined by an integration of
the static and total pressures measured by a wake rake situated

0.7c downstream of the flap trailing edge. The Betz _ inte-

gration scheme was used to account for the variation of static

pressure due to flow curvature typical of high-lift airfoils. The

rake was composed of 91 total and 9 static pressure probes

distributed over 3 ft with clustering near the rake centerlinc.
A motor-driven traverse was used to center the rake hori-

zcmtally on the airfoil wake at the midspan location. Both the

rake and surface pressures were measured with an electron-

ically scanned pressure system for rapid data acquisition. All
aerodynamic coefficients are reported in the wind-axis system

and the pitching moment is computed about the 1/4c location.

The repeatability of the lift coefficient measurements was

+0.(12 for () <--0.9 x Cr ...... and _+0.04 for ('/> 0.9 x ('i ......•

Likewise, the repeatability of the drag coefficient measure-

ments was +_1).[I05 for C; -< 0+9 x ('; ....... _+0.010 for 0.9 x

(++...... < ('_ -< (,'_....... and _+0.020 beyond C, ...... . These error

bands include both measurement resolution and point-to-point

repeatability that result in a maximum uncertainty of ± 5C;
in the 1+/1) ratios.
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TableI Two-elemen! airfoil configurations tested

Flap
deflection,

('onfiguration deg Oap/c Overlap/c

I 22 0.(120 0.066
2 32 0.031 0.(M3
3 43 0.1)31 0.042
4 42 0.052 0.035

Fig. 4
surface.

/16 in.

Wishbone-type vortex generators tested on the flap upper

In a previous unpublished study of the same two-element

airfoil, 35 different configurations were tested in a parametric

variation of gap, overlap, and flap deflection. From this test

matrix, four near-optimum configurations were chosen for the

present stud,,,. The flap rigging parameters of these configu-
rations are listed in Table 1.

The devices tested on this airfoil include the lift-enhancing

tab and vortex generators. The application of the lift-en-

hancing tab is shown in Fig. 3 along with the relevant flap-
rigging parameters. This device is essentially a flat plate mounted
perpendicularly to the pressure side of the airfoil near the

mare-element and/or flap trailing edge. Two tab heights of

0.5 and 1%c were studied at or near the trailing edge of the
flap cove on the main element, A 0,5%c tab was tested on

the flap. The lift-enhancing tab in these two positions will be

referred to as a cove tab and flap tab, respectively. The wish-

bone-type vortex generators (Fig. 4) measured 3/16 in. in

height and were located on the upper surface of the flap at

10% flap chord. They were distributed evenly across the span

with six device heights between centers.

Results and Discussion

Two corrections were applied to the experimental data. The

most significant correction accounted for the induced effects
of the airfoil on the static pressure measured by the pitot-

static probe. To correct the airfoil pressure coefficients (com-

puted using the probe static pressure), a panel method was
employed to determine the static-pressure variation at the

probe location as a function of lift coefficient. The second

correction represents the increased angle of incidence induced

by the presence of the wind-tunnel walls. In this case, the

panel method was used to determine the effective angle of

incidence with and without walls for a given lift condition.

These corrections were applied to facilitate comparisons with

results from computational fluid dynamics, The test-section

blockage was 11.6% at an angle of attack of 12 deg (maximum
lift).

The cove tab was tested at two locations on the main ele-

ment: 1) at the trailing edge and 2) at an inboard position,

one tab height forward of the trailing edge. The flap tab was

tested at the inboard position where the location of a hinge
line would be more practical. Except where noted, the data

presented is for the inboard tab position (d,/c = h/c), which
will subsequently be shown to be the most effective location.

The following results refer to the configurations listed in
Table 1.

Configuration No. I

This flap rigging is representative of a takeoff configuration
designed for a high L/D at moderate lift coefficients. The

pressure distributions of the baseline and cove-tab cases are

presented in Fig. 5 at an angle of attack of 10 deg. The baseline

data indicates attached flow over the flap while the addition

of a 0.5%c cove tab tends to destroy the suction peak near
the flap leading edge. The reduced flap effectiveness with the

tab also leads to reduced suction along the upper surface of

the main element. The resulting lift curve and drag polar (Fig.

6) indicate reduced lift and increased drag for the cove-tab
configuration relative to the baseline.

When a lift-enhancing tab is placed on the flap (with no
cove tab), the lift curve is shifted so that the angle of attack

for a given lift coefficient is reduced. Also, the maximum-lift

coefficient is increased by 4% while the drag is marginally

increased at the lower angles of attack. An analysis of lift

coefficient by element (Fig. 7) reveals that most of the lift

increment is generated by the main element. Although the

lift of the flap is also increased, the upwash from the flap

augments the loading of the main element whose lift contri-
bution is larger due to its relative size and orientation. This

result was also noted for trailing-edge wedges in Ref. 1.

Configuration No. 2

This configuration incorporates a moderate flap deflection

as is commonly employed during approach. The baseline pres-
sure distribution at an angle of attack of 10 deg (Fig. 8) in-
dicates flow separation on the flap at approximately 25%c

(note flat region aft of the suction peak). The addition of a

0.5%c cove tab again reduces the flap suction peak as was
noted in the previous configuration. This allows the down-
stream flow to remain attached and results in increased aft

loading of the main element as well as a higher suction peak.
The overall effect of the cove tab on lift and drag is shown

for cove-tab heights of 0.5 and 1%c in Fig. 9. Both tabs

significantly increase lift at moderate angles of attack and

reduce the angle of incidence for maximum lift. In addition,

the cove tab reduces drag on this configuration by maintaining

attached flow on the flap. For the 0.5%c tab, the lift curve

is shifted by approximately 4 deg at low angles of attack and

the maximum-lift coefficient is increased by 4.1%. The ad-
dition of a 0.5%c flap tab provides an added lift increment

(0.04 at C_ ......) while the drag is marginally increased relative
to the cove-tab-only configuration.

C

i

2

02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

x/e

Fig. 5 Effect of 1/2%c cove tab on pressure distributions at ot = 10
de_l (configuration I).
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2.6

2.2

1.8

1.4

!

_J
1/2%£ cove tab

Fig. 6

i

[

c

----_ ........ TI.................. i.............

1
4 8 12 16 0 0.02 0.(M 0.06

ct, deg C d

Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on lift curve and drag polar {configuration i ).

0.08

Fig. 7

2.5 ......

2 y__--eliment ..........

C t 1.5 _"//_ 1/2%c flap tab ]

0.5

0

0 4 8 12 16

deg

Effect of I/2%c flap tab on lift coefficient (configuration 1).

-10

-8

-6

C -4
P.

-2

J

I

-t .........

Baseline x_ .2v/2e ta_b

i

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

x/c

Fig. 8 Effect of I/2%c cove tab on pressure distributions at a = 10

deg (confguration 2).

2.6

C 2.2
t

1.8

1.4

1]2%c cove tab and-- _ ]

g/ I / " 1%c cove tab ]

" I I i
0 4 8 12 16

ct, deg

Fig. 9

I
li

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

C
d

Effect of lift-enhancing labs on lift and drag coefficients (configuration 2).

Additional flow features are evident in an analysis of lift

coefficient by element (Fig. 10). As noted for the flap tab,

most of the cove-tab lift increment is generated by the main

element and not the flap. Also, the flap loading indicates an
increased effectiveness of the baseline flap near maximum

lift. The pressure distributions (not shown) indicate attached

flow on the flap for angles of attack above 10 deg. The at-

tached flow on the flap also increases the main-element load-

ing and yields a maximum-lift coefficient of 2.82. This value

is the highest of all four baseline (no tab) configurations tested.

Configuration No. 3

This flap rigging is representative of a landing configuration

with a large flap deflection to achieve high maximum lift. At

an angle of attack of 8 deg, the baseline pressure distribution

(Fig. 11) indicates separated flow closer to the leading edge
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Fig. I0

3

2.5

2

Ct1.5

1

0.5

0

\ Baseline

Flap
• _..o.--o ''oi

i"
i

0 4 8 12 16
c_ deg

Effect of I/2%c cove tab on lift coefficient (configuration 2).

-1o

-8

-6

c -4
p

-2

0

2

t-

I

I

Baseline.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
x/c

Fig. 11 Effect of 1/2%c cove tab on pressure distributions at ot = 8
deg (configuration 3).

3.1

2.7

C 2.3
t

1.9

1.5
/

0 4 8 12 16

a, deg

Fig. 12

_ --..-___.__

0 0.05 0.l 0.15
C

d

Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on lift curve and drag polar (configuration 3).

02

5O

4O
1/2%c cove tab and i _ "1

LID

1o

Baseline

0 I

1.5 2 2..5 3 3.5
C

Fig. 13 Effect of cove tab and vortex generators on L/D ratio (con-
figuration 3}.

-10

--8

-6

C ..4
p

-2

0

1%c cove tab and

vortex generators

xxo.

, 4_ cove tab

-If. _ ........

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

x/c

Fig. 14 Effect of cove tab and vortex generators on pressure dis-
tributions at ot = 8 deg (configuration 4).

than was illustrated on the previous configuration. With a

0.5%c cove tab, however, the suction peak on the flap is

reduced allowing the boundary layer to negotiate the adverse

pressure gradient without separation. This results in increased

loading of the main element especially near the trailing edge.
The lift curve and drag polar for the 0.5 and 1%c cove tabs

(Fig. 12) indicate that the smaller tab is more effective on

this configuration, yielding a 1{1.3% increase in maximum lift.

However, strong hysteresis is noted at low angles of attack
for the smaller tab as indicated by the two branches of the

lift curve. In this configuration, the flow over the flap sepa-

rates near the leading edge until the angle of attack is in-

creased to approximately 8 deg when reattachment occurs.

However, when the angle of attack is decreased from the

maximum-lift condition, the flow over the flap remains at-
tached.
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3.4

2.9

C 2.4
f

1.9

1.4

Fig. 15

0 0

Effect of lift-enhancing tabs and wwtex generators on lift and

1%c cove _ab with---_r-_. ]

VGs and 1/2%c _/q_,s.._ [

flaptab__ [ J____ %[

- ,%-ZLL-,
/ ::==:F::

4 8 12 16

a, dog

j

i I,I
l

J 1

0.06 0.12

C d

/
0.18 0.24

drag coefficients {configuration 4).

3.4
I

_ax.._"'7"_ 1%c cov© tab with VGs

_/ ........ __ and 1/2%c flap tab
3 " - 4 ..............

1%c _ove tab
' 1%ccovetab '

1.4

-0.5 -0.4 -.0.3 -0.2

c
m

Fig. 16 Effect of lift-enhancing tabs and vortex generators on pitching
moment (configuration 4L

To avoid this undesirable phenomenon, wishbone vortex

generators were placed on the flap upper surface at 10%c.

At this position on a typical transport aircraft, they would be

concealed during cruise averting a drag penalty. As illustrated
by the L/D curve (Fig. 13), the result is to effectively eliminate

hysteresis with a negligible change in lift and a reduction in

drag. Compared with the cove-tab-only case, the vortex gen-
erators increase the maximum L/I) by 22%. Since the pressure

distributions are essentially identical with and without vortex
generators, this effect is attributed to the reduction or elim-

ination of an off-body recirculation region alluded to in Ref.

9. Off-body recirculation is sometimes present in multiele-
ment aerodynamics when the wake of one element is unable

to negotiate the adverse pressure gradient along its path above
the next element. _'

Configuration No. 4

This flap rigging is similar to that of the previous config-
uration with a significantly increased gap and a reduced over-

lap. The effect of a 1%c cove tab and vortex generators as
compared with the baseline is illustrated in the pressure dis-

tributions at an angle of attack of 8 deg (Fig. 14). Due to the
relatively large gap of this configuration, the flow over the

baseline flap separates very near the leading edge, The ap-
plication of a cove tab delays separation until I/4c and in-

creases the loading of the main clement. With the addition

of vortex generators to the flap upper surface, the flow on

the flap remains attached and the main element loading is
further increased.

The increased loading noted in the pressure distributions

corresponds to significant lift increments as shown in Fig. 15.

Although the cove tab reduces the stall angle by 3-4 deg, the
maximum-lift coefficient for the tab with and without vortex

generators is increased by 18 and 7%, respectively. An anal-

ysis of the pressure distributions with vortex generators (not

shown) indicates flow separation below an angle of attack of

8 deg. With the addition of a 0.5%c flap tab, the flow sep-

aration is eliminated throughout the entire angle-of-attack
range. The maximum-lift coefficient is further increased to

3.32 for this configuration incorporating tabs on both elements

and vortex generators on the flap. Relative to the baseline,

this is a 23% increase in maximum lift and almost a 9 deg
shift of the lift curve.

Therefore, a nonoptimum flap rigging with a relatively htrge
gap and large-scale flow separation was improved dramati-

cally by the use of lift-enhancing tabs and vortex generators.

Relative to configuration 2, which yielded the highest baseline
maximum-lift coefficient of 2.82, the increase in maximum

lift still exceeds 17%. However, advanced high-lift systems of

modern transports do not generally suffer from serious flow

separation as observed here. This suggests that the best ap-

plication of lift-enhancing tabs to an optimized design would

be to increase both flap deflection and gap and use the tabs

to avoid flow separation. As demonstrated by this configu-
ration, there is potential for considerable lift enhancement.

The drag polar of Fig. 15 indicates that the pressure drag
of the flow separation on the baseline flap is greatly reduced

by the presence of the lift-enhancing tabs. With vortex gen-

erators, however, the drag reduction at the lower angles of
attack is not as great due to the increased skin friction as-

sociated with these devices. By adding the flap tab, the flow

separation on the flap is eliminated throughout the full angle-

of-attack range and the reduction in pressure drag offsets the
increased skin friction.

Because they reduce separation on the flap and increase

aft loading on the main element, both the lift-enhancing tabs

and vortex generators increase the nose-down pitching mo-
ment (Fig. 16). With each addition to the baseline, the flow

over the flap is improved until the pitching moment at max-
imum lift is approximately double that of the baseline. This

trend is typical of the lift-enhancing tab and other trailing-
edge devices.

The effect of the cove-tab position for the preceding con-
figurations is presented in Fig. 17. These results refer to the

application of the cove tab ahme (no flap tab or vortex gen-

erators). As noted previously, the inboard position refers to

the location one tab height forward of the main-element trail-
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0.3

0.15

ACt

o

41.15

I

n At trailing edge

I Inboard position

I/2%c I%c I/2%c I%c

1 2 3 4

Configuration no.

Fig. 17 Effect of cove-tab position on maximum-lift coefficient (con-

figurations I-4).

ing edge. Except for the 22-deg flap rigging, all configurations

indicate that the inboard position to be the most effective.

This location greatly simplifies the installation of a hinge for

tab deployment. In addition, the 0.5%c cove tab yields sig-

nificantly better performance than the 1%c tab for a gap on

the order of 3%c (configurations 2 and 3). This result is in

good agreement with the computed optimum tab height of
Ref. 15.

Conclusions

The application of lift-enhancing tabs and vortex generators

to a two-element airfoil was studied experimentally. By re-

ducing or eliminating flow separation on the flap, a tab near

the trailing edge of the main element considerably increases

lift and reduces drag at moderate to high flap deflections. On

a configuration with a flap deflection of 42 deg, the cove tab

alone increased the maximum lift by 10.3%. However, at low

flap deflections where flow separation is absent, the cove tab

adversely affects performance by reducing the suction peak

on the flap. The tab was tested both at the trailing edge of

the main element and at one tab height forward. The inboard

position was determined to be the most effective, which sim-

plifies the location of a hinge for tab deployment. The lift-

enhancing tab located near the flap trailing edge produced an

increment in maximum lift from 1 to 4% for all flap deflections

tested. The addition of wishbone vortex generators to the flap

eliminated lift-curve hysteresis and reduced flow separation

at high flap deflections. Lastly, an off-design case with a large

gap yielded the best performance by incorporating lift-en-

hancing tabs on both elements and vortex generators on the

flap. Relative to the optimum baseline tested (no tabs), this

configuration provided an increase in maximum lift of 17%.
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